Abstract. This survey includes principal results on complexity of inductive inference for recursively enumerable classes of total recursive functions. Inductive inference is a process to find an algorithm from sample computations. In the case when the given class of functions is recursively enumerable it is easy to define a natural complexity measure for the inductive inference, namely, the worst-case mindchange number for the first n functions in the given class. Surely, the complexity depends not only on the class, but also on the numbering, i.e. which function is the first, which one is the second, etc. It turns out that, if the result of inference is Goedel number,
result of the inference is an index in the numbering of the recursively enumerable class, then the complexity may go up to const-n. Additionally, effects previously found in the Kolmogorov complexity theory are discovered in the complexity of inductive inference as well.
The time complexity of pridiction strategies (the value f(m+l) is predicted from f(0),...,f(m)) is investigated. It turns out that, if a prediction strategy F is "error-optimal" (i.e. it makes at most log2n+O(log21ogn ) errors on the n-th function of the class), then the time complexity of computation of F(<f(0), .... f(m)>) (i.e. a 22cm candidate for f(m+l)) may go up, in some sense, to . Special attention is paid to inductive inference by probabilistic algorithms. It turns out that arbitrary recursively enumerable class of total recursive functions can be identified with in n + o(log n) mind-changes in an arbitrary numbering of the class.
I. Introduction "Inductive inference" is the term coined for finding out the algorithm from sample computations. We restrict ourselves to the case when a total recursive function is to be identified. The first paper in this area was [Go 67 ], yet (sometimes indirectly) the research was influenced by the theory of experiments with finite automata [Moo 56 ].
There are several ways how to make this problem precise but all of them are based on the same paradigm. There is a "black box" with a given total recursive function f in it. We cannot see the program of the device computing f but we can get the values of the function.
Since the function is total, with no restriction of generality we can assume that the black box outputs the values in the natural order: f(0),f(1),f(2),f(3),... A more interesting type of identification was "identification in the limit" considered in [Go 67] . Instead of being printed once forever, the output ("hypothesis") is shown on a "screenboard" and, if there is a need, it may be changed later. We say that the machine has resulted in y if at some moment it has produced the output y and after that moment this output is never changed.
Formally, the identifying strategy F is an arbitrary partial recursive function. <xl,x2,...,xn> is an effective numbering of all tuples of nonnegative integers, using as the numbers all nonnegative integers. {~i} is a Goedel numbering of all partial recursive functions of one argument.
F(<f(0),...,f(n)>)
is referred to as the n-th hypothesis by F on the function f. The hypothesis p is called correct for f if ~p=f.
We say that f is identified in the limit by F (denoted feEX(F))
if there is an n o such that for arbitrary n>n0: i) F(<f(0),...,f(n)>)=F(<f(0),...,f(n0)>),
2) the hypothesis F(<f(0),...,f(n0)>) is correct for f.
We say that the class U of total recursive functions is identified in the limit by F (denoted U~EX(F)) if every function f~U is identified in the limit by F.
We say that the class U of total recursive functions is identifiable in the limit (U~EX) if there is a strategy F identifying U in the limit.
The class U of total recursive function is called recursively enumerable if there is a total recursive function g(i,x) such that:
i) for arbitrary i the function Ix-g(i,x) of one argument x is in the class U,
2) for arbitrary f~U there is an i such that ~x.g(i,x)=f(x).
The function g introduces a numbering r={rl} of functions in U, namely, the number i is called the index of the function f if ri(x)=Ix.g(i,x)=f(x).
THEOREM i.i. (E.M.GOLD [Go 67]) If a class U is a subclass of a
recursively enumerable class of functions, then U is identifiable in the limit.
PROOF. The strategy produces as its n-th hypothesis i, if isn and i is the least nonnegative integer j such that <f(0),...,f(n)>=<rj(0),...,~j(n)>; n, if there is no such i for the given n.
It is easy to see that the strategy is total recursive and it identifies U in the limit. Moreover, our strategy never allows more than n mindchanges on the functions with indices 0,1,2,...,n.
[] The worst-case number of mindchanges for the first n functions in the class U (more precisely: in the numbering r of the class U)
can be considered as a complexity measure for the pair (U,r). Our paper is written to find out how the numbering influences this complexity for the given recursively enumerable class U. We make a terminological distinction: recursively enumerable class U of total recursive func-tions but enumerated class (U,r), i.e. U with its fixed numbering r.
This way, we try to understand in this paper how different complexities of distinct enumerated classes (U,~) based on the same recursively enumerable class U can be.
We will show that the linear complexity in the proof of Theorem i.i can be improved if we are interested only in getting a correct
Goedel number for the given function. On the other hand, the proof of Theorem i.I yields us more than it is said in the formulation of Theorem I.I. The strategy with the linear complexity of mindchanges produces the T-index, one can effectively find a Goedel number for the same function but in the general case it is a recursively unsolvable problem to find a r-index, given arbitrary Goedel number.
Hence we can expect higher complexity for identification of r-indices when compared with the identification of Goedel numbers.
In Section 3 we will see that this really is the case.
We will consider also a notion which appears to be closely connected with the identification in the limit, called prediction of functions.
In the prediction of functions the result F(<f(0),...,f(n)>) is expected to be f(n+l). Nevertheless arbitrary finite number of errors is allowed (but it is not allowed for the value F(<f(0),...,f(n)>) to be undefined).
Prediction turns to be closely connected with identification in the limit. Given arbitrary recursively enumerable class U of total recursive functions and its numbering r, if (U,r) can be predicted with ~g(n) errors, then (U,r) can be identified in the limit with sg(n) mindchanges (see Theorem 1.2 below).
To be able to prove this (very simple) theorem and other results like it we introduce a useful notation.
The string of integers f(0), f(1),...,f(n) is denoted by f[n].
This allows us to write F(<f[n]>) instead of F(<f(0),...,f(n)>).
We denote by ~v(f) the number of errors while predicting f by the predicting strategy F.
We fix a Goedel numbering ~={~i} of all partial recursive functions of one argument x. We denote by ~( f ) the number of mindchanges by F on f, provided F correctly identifies in the limit a ~-index of the function f.(Please notice that for the sake of brevity we have omitted ~ in the notation ~x(f). Of course, it should be written). ,v We denote by Fu. r ( n ) the maximum among { ~v ( r0 ), x ~( r l ) , . . . ,~( r n ) }. Similarly, by __~.r(n) we denote the max among {zzx(~0) , ~x(T1) ,...,FZX(Tn) }.
We denote by Fr(f) the number of mindchanges by F on f, provided F correctly identifies in the limit a r-index of the function f. We denote by F~.r(n ) the maximum among {FT(r0), Fr(TI),...,Fr(T )}. THEOREM 1.2. For arbitrary enumerated class (U,r) and arbitrary total recursive strategy F predicting U, there is a total recursive Ex T(n).
strategy G identifying U in the limit such that Gu.r(n)s PROOF. Let y0,Yl,...y n be a tuple of nonnegative integers and F be the total recursive strategy predicting U. We consider a partial recursive function n defined as follows
The algorithm for computing values of n is uniform in n,Yo,yl,...,y n. Hence there is a total recursive function j such that j(<y0,Yl,...,yn >) is a ~-index of the function n, corresponding the tuple (yo,yl,...,yn). If f is a total recursive function and the predicting strategy F makes no more errors on initial fragments (f(0),f(1),...,f(x)) containing (f(0),f(1),...,f(n)), then W is total and n=f.
We consider a strategy G such that G(<Y0,Y~,''',Yn>)=j(<Y0,Yl,...,Yn>) for all values of the argument. For every total recursive function f, the number of mindchanges by G equals the number of errors by F.
G
A strategy F identifying r-indices for a class U is called consistent if for arbitrary n and arbitrary fEU the value
THEOREM 1.3. For arbitrary enumerated class (U,r) and arbitrary consistent total recursive strategy H identifying for U T-indices in the limit, there is a total recursive strategy F predicting U such that <r(n)sH~,r(n ) .
Since H is consistent, every error by F implies a mindchange by H.
We need a useful "folk lemma" used by nearly all authors in papers on inductive inference. We have added the complexity bounds to the argument used in this lemma. 
Prediction and EX-identification
The proof of Theorem i.i. provides strategies for prediction, identification in the limit and identification of z-indices with the following complexity bounds:
for arbitrary enumerated classes (U,r). We prove in this section that the first two bounds can be lowered. PROOF. The main idea is as follows. We associate a certain weight Pl (ZPi=l) to every r-index i, and, then, to predict the next value y~+1=F(<y0,yl,y2,...,ym>), we consider a parameter s, and for arbitrary fixed value of s we total the weights for all integers j such that rj (0)=Y0&rj (1)=Y1&rj (2) The infinite path drawn here corresponds to the function r (which n may have more than one r-index, by the way). The outgoing arrows correspond to functions declining from r .
n The function r n has the total weights no less than p . Consider the last error, the error number k. If our strategy has chosen to predict a value differing from that of rn, it is only because the weight of the declining arrow has had a weight no less than Pn"
Hence the weight of the correct prediction at the moment of the (k-l)-th error has been at least 2"Pn. Since the (k-l)-th error has been commited, another declining arrow has had a weight ~-2-p. Hence the weight of the correct prediction at the moment of the (k-2)-th error has been at least 4"Pn. Continuing this consideration we get (2.1.). 1 We conclude that our strategy makes no more than log~ < errors on the function r . If we use the distribution of weights n p _ c n" ( log2n ) ( log21og n We consider prediction of the values of nonrecursive functions.
It is easy to see that the number of errors should equal infinity.
However, we can consider the initial fragments
...,f(n)>. By F v(Z ) we denote the number of errors made by the strategy F when predicting the first n values f(1),f(2),...,f(n). On the other hand, from the modified Martin-Lof theorem we have (3ran) ( K (f[n])_<n_log n_Iog21og2n_. " .-log21ogz. " .log2n-a(n) ) .
Hence ( 3ran ) ( n -< ( n-log n-log21og2n-.. • -log21og 2 . . . log2n-a ( n ) ) + +log 2 ( n-log2n-log21og2n-... -log21og 2 . .. logzn-a ( n ) ) + +log21og ~ ( n-log n-log21og2n-... -logzlog . .. log2n-a ( n ) ) + +...+ log log 2 ... log2 ( n-log2n-log21og2n-... -log21og2... log2n--a(n) )+C' ).
Contradiction. a
We are going to prove the counterpart of Theorem 2.4 for identification in the limit. For this, we need a counterpart of Lemma 2.1. f[n] (nonrecursive) function f and arbitrary n, G x( )-<n(kr( )).
• We have <~r ( p )-<n(p)" Hence for arbitrary p PROOF it is true r [yl ~W that GEx ( p )-(p) for all y. Let pn=kr(f [nl ) Then for x-~n we have
There is an enumerated class (U,T) such that for arbitrary strategy G and arbitrary positive integer k: 1 ) ( Vn ) (" GEXu,r ( n ) >log2n-const ),
2) (3"n) (~x (n)>log n+log log n+ .+log21og~. .log2n )
k t i m e s PROOF. As in proof of Theorem 2.4. we define two enumerated classes (V,T') and (W,r") and then join them making the class VuW and the numbering It remains to describe the functions in the segment S k+1 associated with F'. We define them in steps, first all the functions i in the segment for x=0, then for x=l, x=2, x=3, .... For 0~xsi+k+l the functions are defined to encode i and k (the string of the first i+k+l values equals 0110kl). After that one half of the functions gets the current value 0 and the other half gets i. The strategy F" i is to change the hypothesis at least on one of these two functions.
When it has changed the hypothesis for the corresponding indices we define again one half of the functions to be equal 0, and the other half to be equal i, etc. Either there is a function in the segment which is not identified by F' or F' has at least k mindchanges.
Identification of T-indices
The trivial strategies for prediction and identification in the limit provided by the proof of Theorem I.i were improved in Section 2. However, the counterpart of these improvements for identification of r-indices was not proved there. We will show that such a counterpart is impossible. The number p needs not to be a constructive real number but it can be approximated by rationals.
It is possible to find effectively infinitely many n such that d p-c<--5-~+c Let n I be effective increasing sequence of such -n+l-~ • ,n2,n 8, •.. n n's. Such that for arbitrary k, nk>2 k-1
The strategy E searches the r-index for the given function f, first, among r 0,r I, . . . ,T n . It begins with computing the initial I segments of r0,rl,...,rn until z(p-c)(n1+l ) distinct functions are found. Then with no more than 2c. (n1+l) mindchanges the strategy either stabilizes to the correct output or finds out that f is not in this initial segment. In the latter case the strategy H goes on to search the T-index among r0,rl,...,r n , and so on. functions has a numbering r such that the property (r1~rj) is decidable, then, for arbitrary total recursive function g(n) which nondecreasingly grows to the infinity, there is a strategy H r identifying in the limit r-indices of U such that Hu.r(n)sg(n ) for all n. If the function turns out to be this function, then the only suitable function is found among T0,T1,...,Tn (at cost of one 2 additional mindchange), and so on.
D
COROLLARY. If the class U of total recursive functions has a numbering r such that the property (rlmr]) is decidable, then for arbitrary total recursive function g(n) which nondecreasingly grows to the infinity there is a strategy G identifying U in the limit such that G Ex (n)sg(n) for all n. The inequality S(q,q)~C implies that, for every q the set H of q those strategies which make no more than C errors within the (qxq)-table of (U,T), is nonempty. The set H is divided into a q finite system of equivalence classes where one class consists of strategies which function equally within the (qxq)-table of (u,r).
We denote this system by {H~,...,H~q}. It is easy to see that ( Vk~kq+ 1 ) ( 31~kq ) ( H~+ I~ ).
Hence from the compactness theorem for trees with the finite branching property, there is a strategy H such that (Vq)(3k~kq) (HeH~) or just He~ for all q . Thus H makes no more than C errors on every q (qxq)- It is easy to see that the series converge effectively.)
First, we construct a nonrecursive "strategy" ~ which provides the needed complexity bound. This strategy in the computation process observes all the infinite sequence ~. Next, we use the effective convergence of ~p(Gl) and modify this "strategy" making it recursive.
The "strategy" ~ is described as a sequential process of predicting which ascribes output letters to the edges of the graph (thus converting the graph into an automaton).
The "strategy" crosses out the graphs which have turned out to be inconsistent with the input x(1),...,x(t) and output y(1),...,y(t). Let the path x(1)...x(t) in the graph G be the path starting in the initial vertice and following the input word x(1)...x(t).
We start the prediction at t=l when we are to predict y(2) by x(1), y(1), x(2). For the starting sequence of automata graphs we take the sequence ~={G~,...,G°I,...} which is essentially the same ~, only on the edges outgoing from the initial vertice and labelled by input letter x(1) the output symbol y(1) is written. The weights of the automata graphs remain the same as before. This way, we get a sequence ~={G~,. G I .., i,... } with ascribed weights.
At the stage t we have the information x(1),...,x(t), y(1), . . . . ,y(t),x(t+l) We take the sequence 9 -I={'G t-11 '''''Git-1''''} produced at the previous stage. All graphs in this sequence have output letters y(1), y(2),...,y(t) written on the edges of the path x(1) x(2) ... x(t), and no edges have been ascribed contradicting letters. In the general case ~-i may have not all automata graphs, since some of the graphs may contradict the existing information on the input-output relation. In other terms, if Gt-lis considered as a i partially defined automaton, then it produces y(1)...y(t) as its response to x(1)...x(t) and goes to the state gt=glx(1)...x(t).
We say that G t-1 at input x(t+l) outputs y if the edge outgoing ! gt and corresponding x(t+l) is on the path x(1)...x(t) and has the output symbol y. If G t-1 produces an output symbol in response to | x(t+l), i.e., if the edge x(t+l) from gt is on the path x(1)...x(t), then we say that G t-1 participates the prediction. i t-1 Additionally, the elements of ~-i have got weights p(G l ) and G t-1 <I The "strategy" ~ predicts the output symbol the total ~p( i )=So " with the maximal total weight.
To complete the description of the current stage t we have to say that the new information is used to transform ~-I into ~. The output symbol y(t) is ascribed to the edge of the graph corresponding to x(t) on the path x(1)...x(t-l)x(t). If this output symbol contradicts to the earlier information for this graph, then the graph is removed from the sequence.
The new weight is defined as follows. If the graph has not participated in the prediction, then its weight is not changed. If the graph has participated and has not been removed, then its weight is multiplied to st/rt, where s t is the total of weights of the automata having participated in the prediction and r t is the total of weights of the automata having produced the right outcome.
Evidently, the total of weights over all the sequence ~ has not changed, i.e. ~p(G~)=S 0.
Note that, if ~ has made an error, then S t a2.
(5.4) r t Hence, every graph having produced a right prediction at least doubles its weight.
Let G~ be the first graph in the sequence which is consistent with the input-output information. At every moment of error, either G gets a new output symbol or doubles its weight. Hence the maximal 2 z-ak G 1 number of errors does not exceed a number z such that .p( ~)= .
From this equality, using (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), we can get 
PROOF. Let X={xl,...,xa} be an input alphabet and Y={0,1} be an output alphabet. Given any natural number ka64, we define the automata class R k as follows. A typical automaton in R k is drawn in (containing so many zeros in the beginning that the total length is ~).
The word e c ...c is said to be the characteristic sequence Strategy Z in this case is a general recursive function which, given any string {x(1),...,x(t)}, {y (1),...,y(t)}, finds an automaton in Ua(more precisely, given the number of the string, it finds the number of an automaton in Ua).
At=Z(x(1),...,x(t)~y (1),...,y(t)) is said to be the hypothesis generated at the moment t. Let us suppose that a) for every t, the automaton A t transforms the input word x(1)...x(t) into y(1)...y(t), i.e. A t is not an "explicitly" incorrect guess For any given t~(tl,ti÷1] , the symbol y can be defined using at most an initial fragment of the sequence ~i. This fragment is said to be essential for the given moment t. Taking into account constructive of the series ~p (~) one can show easily that it can be convergence effectively computed, given the pair {x (1),...,x(t)}, {y (1),...,y(t)}. Note, that, if an initial fragment, essential for the moment t, is long enough, then it can be equally essential for the next moment, and so on. Now, let t i ,t i ,...,t i be the moments 1 2 n in (tl,ti÷1] when one has to change (i.e. to make longer) the essential initial fragment chosen earlier (in order to make it possible to check the inequality (5.7)). Note, furthermore, that, if an essential initial fragment containing the required graph G is found and this fragment contains a sufficiently long "tail" after G , then at least the inequality (5.7) protects it from replacement (it will be changed when an error is made, and ~ is to be changed itself). This consideration implies that, if we choose every next essential initial fragment sufficiently longer than the preceding one (for instance, of the length 2", where n is the length of the preceding fragment), then the total number of changes of essential initial fragments implied by inequality (5.7) will not exceed o(IG llog21G I ). On the other hand, the number of changes of essential initial fragments implied by changes of the sequence ~ is equal to the number of ~ changes, i.e. the number of errors Z' makes on the input string. The latter number, as it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1, does not exceed (a-l)k.log2k+o(k.log2k). We obtain now that our strategy Z" changes essential initial fragments at most
times. While essential initial fragment is not changed the strategy Z' predicts the next value using only this fragment and the current vertex of each graph from the fragment. Namely, it means the following. The current vertex of G] at the moment t is just the vertex the automaton reaches reading x(1)...x(t) from the initial state. Therefore, if we know the current vertex of the graph Gj, then we can find the symbol y G] (as an automaton) outputs reading x(t+l); there is no need to store information reflecting the word x(1)...
x(t).
It means that a finite automaton is able to perform prediction which Z" is making while essential initial fragment is not changed. The above automaton is just the hypothesis the required strategy Z is suppoosed to guess during the timefragment under consideration. Evidently, the number of hypothesis changes is equal to the number of changes of essential initial fragments. Therefore,
[] The lower bound proved in Theorem 5.2, clearly, holds in the given case too.
The cases considered above resemble in a way simple experiment. Now we consider the case which resembles multiple experiment. Let the sequence ~={~,,~2,.-.,~t,...} be used as an input for a "black box" A and {Wt,W2,...,Wt,... } is the corresponding sequence of output words (A reads every new word starting from the initial state).
Prediction
by the 3-tuple {~1,...,~t} , {nl,n2, o..,nt~ , ~t÷l means prediction of nt+ I. In our case Z (~,A) is the number of distinct t such that z (@i,...,@t;ni,nz,...,~t;@t+1) Given the input x=lll ( Fig.6. 2), the program produces y=llll be an infinite sequence of natural numbers. We assume that the p r o g r a m P halts for any x t from ~ and gives the result P(xt) (we call such ~ permissible for P). Let h t -operationally-logic history of program P for x t . Let there be given {(xl,hl),...,(xt,ht)}-It is required to determine a program P' such that P' coincides with P on Q, i.e., P'(x)=P(x) for xe~. We denote a collection of all such a) a program P coincide with P for any t at least for X l t X 2 r ' ' ' t X t , b) there exist r such that P =Pr+I=...=P ' and P'e{P~}.
Then we say that the strategy H synthesizes from operationally-logic histories the program P on the sequence ~ in the limit. We denote by ~#(~,P) the number of changing the hypothesis, i.e., the number of ~P . Otherwise, ~#(~,P)=~. Our aim is to different t, such that Pt t÷1 evaluate ~(~, P ) .
Let us denote by IIPH the number of conditional instructions in P. To prove Theorem 6.1 we associate with any program P the following automaton P with input alphabet {0,I}. Let program P a u t begin with a conditional instruction (this does not restrict the generality), and let us represent it as a graph. Let us keep in the graph only those vertexes corresponding to instructions "?" and "'" o , the paths consisting of other vertexes we replace by arrows. More precisely, if the path is of the type given in Fig.6 .4a, we replace it by the arrow with entry label c and exit label (~i,72,...,~ ,~) ( Fig.6.4b ).
As the result we obtain a diagram of a certain automaton, which we denote by Paut" For the program given in Fig.6 .1 the corresponding automaton is shown in Fig.6 .5, the input alphabet is {(~,?),(V,e,?),(e,?),(~,!)}. 0 0 , o, (--,.-,
Evidently it is possible to restore the program P by Pa,t q(we denote it by (Paut)progr).
We associate the input word ~t=ct ~t ""ctl (8tje{0,1}) with ~v (n)slog n+log log n+o(logloglog n).
In this chapter a general result will be proved from which it follows that for such "error-optimal" strategies the time complexity of computation of the prediction F(<f (0) Any numbering r of total functions (not necessarily computable)
can be treated as an oracle which answers to queries like "ri(j)=?". (log2h(x))'>a , (log h(x))"z0. Let t h e s t r a t e g y { h~°} r p r e d i c t t h e f u n c t i o n r n . L e t u s d e n o t e : s Ithe number of type i errors, s a -the number of type 2 errors. Then:
PROOF. One can v e r i f y e a s i l y t h a t 0 i s a d e c r e a s i n g f u n c t i o n , x hence for all n:
Summing up we have
T h u s we h a v e :
GO CO h,(t)2 t = 2 t -in2 i . Since x-log2x~y implies x~y+log2y+O(l ) , and by C6, h-*(n)=O(logl n): s1+s2~log2n+(b+l)h11(n)+O(loglog n).
Since F NvT (rn)=S 1 +s 2 and hl (n)=h-1(n)+O(l°gl°g n) , the proof is Compare example E4.
Probabilictic strategies
In Sections 3,4 the complexity of deterministic identification of r-indices was investigated, and the corresponding exact estimates were obtained. In this section we obtain the exact estimate in n for the number of mindchanges for the probabilistic identification of r-indices.
The hypotheses F(<f(0),...,f(m)>) of a probabilistic strategy F are random natural numbers which take their values over some fixed probability space P. Formally, probabilistic strategy F is a mapping which associates with each elementary event e~P some deterministic strategy F e. Thus the hypothesis F(<f (0) By P{M,r,f} we denote the probability that a probabilistic strategy M identifies in the limit a r-index of the function f.
By P{M,f,sk} we denote the probability that probabilistic strategy M makes no more than k mindchanges by the function f. Let (U,r) be an enumerated class of total functions. Take some probability distribution {~n} , where ~n>0 for all n and ~= i . and Chebyshev inequality allow to deduce from this that, as n--~, P{Mr~,,rn,~in n+O(oVT6g-~-loglog n)}--~l.
It is easy to see that if the numbering r is computable, the strategy MT~ , can be made recursive.
The lower bound in n is based upon Lemma 8.3, below. Let {X]} be a sequence of independent random variables such that P{Xj=I}=-~_I, P{Xj=0}=I-I J J It can be shown that, as n--~, n P{~Xjzln n-O(oV~6g-~.loglog n)}--~l. I
